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Amid a Difficult Year, Product
Collabs Are Still Rewarding for
Brands and Influencers
With social distancing limiting brand activations, consumer
confidence, and the retail experience, many sectors of the beauty
and fashion space have experienced decreasing sales and
increasing uncertainty over the course of 2020. Throughout our
recent Tribe Top 10s, we’ve highlighted creative ways that brands
and influencers have responded to current events, from a surge of
support for Black-owned businesses to innovative virtual events.
For our August story, we’re analyzing one of the most tried-andtrue methods of content generation and consumer engagement,
one which has sparked momentum (and EMV) for brands even
during this unprecedented year: influencer product collaborations.
Don’t just take our word for it: ask content creators. For Tribe
Dynamics’ 2020 Influencer Marketing Trends Report, also released
in September, we surveyed over 250 influencers and 60 brands on
their influencer marketing and content creation practices. Our
findings showed that while just 22% of brands had released an
influencer product collaboration in the past year, influencers
themselves rated collaborations as the No. 1 way that brands could
empower them in their careers. What’s more, “product quality”
ranked as the No. 1 factor influencers used to determine whether
or not to post about a brand—meaning that collaborations present
a prime opportunity for brands to attract new fans.
The following collaborations, all of which garnered strong
engagement from influencers and consumers alike, present notable
takeaways for brands looking to conduct similar initiatives.
Additionally, they serve as a reminder that, in unpredictable times,
sometimes the best strategy can be a familiar one.

@teyanataylor via Instagram
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The Collaboration: Morphe x Pony Park
The Takeaway: For Large Brands, a Global Focus is Key
Perhaps the go-to brand for influencer collabs, Morphe broadened
its influencer family in January, teaming up with South Korean
YouTube sensation Hye-Min “Pony” Park (PONY Syndrome) on a
collection headlined by the breakaway hit 35I Icy Artistry Fantasy
Palette. Having long worked with U.S.-based beauty gurus like
James Dickinson (James Charles), Jaclyn Hill, and Jeffree Star,
Morphe’s partnership with Pony represented an expansion of the
brand’s reach, as well as a new, international focus within the
increasingly global world of beauty. The early returns have paid off:
the palette pulled in $24.6M EMV via an impressive 1.7k influencers
from January to August, ranking as one of Morphe’s top five
highest-earning products.

@ddlovato via Instagram

The Collaboration: Fabletics x Demi Lovato
The Takeaway: Where Possible, Tie Partnerships to Social Good
While influencer-beloved athleisure brand Fabletics has been
working with Demi Lovato (@ddlovato on Instagram) since 2017, its
spring 2020 addition to the collection demonstrated how brands
can keep longstanding partnerships both relevant and meaningful.
Debuting in April during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic,
Fabletics pledged a portion of the collection’s proceeds to the
World Health Organization’s COVID-19 relief fund, while Lovato
founded her own coronavirus-related mental health fund the same
month, tying her promotion of the collection to her fundraising
efforts. The success of these initiatives proved that product
collaborations can serve as a way for brands to address
contemporary issues and crises head-on. In all, Lovato drove $2.1M
EMV between January and August as one of Fabletics’ top 10
influencers, while #Demi4Fabletics netted $1.3M EMV as one of the
brand’s top 15 hashtags.
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The Collaboration: E.L.F. x Chipotle
The Takeaway: Don’t Be Afraid to Show Some Personality
Not an influencer collab per se, but a partnership worth
highlighting: an innovator in TikTok marketing for beauty brands,
E.L.F. further cemented its reputation in May by releasing an
unconventional collaboration with Chipotle, featuring a makeup kit
in a bag resembling a foil-wrapped burrito. The team-up was far
from a viral stunt, however: the collection not only highlighted
E.L.F.’s quirky, thrifty brand identity, but was a direct appeal to a
specific influencer and consumer identity that proved highly active
on TikTok, where Chipotle is a cult-favorite, furthering E.L.F.’s
ongoing marketing efforts. Mentions of “Chipotle” or “burrito” in
conjunction with E.L.F. garnered $417.0k EMV from January to
August on non-TikTok social channels.

@lawofbeauty via Instagram

The Collaboration: Pür x RawBeautyKristi
The Takeaway: Use Collabs to Empower Faithful Advocates
As profiled in the Cosmetics section of last month’s Tribe Top 10,
Pür took the beauty world by storm in July by unveiling its
collaborative collection with YouTuber Kristi (RawBeautyKristi),
which featured a double-sided 18-pan pigment palette, along with
two sets of false lashes to mimic the influencer’s signature
dramatic eye looks. Selling out in less than 24 hours, the limitededition collection powered $3.6M EMV in July before declining to
$1.3M EMV in August, with the collaboration’s cumulative $5.0M
EMV total cementing its status as Pür’s top 2020 offering thus far,
despite its later debut. The collection earned mentions from 477
content creators (nearly 100 more influencers than any other Pür
offering), demonstrating the beauty community’s enthusiasm over
seeing one of its own being celebrated. A consistent Pür advocate,
Kristi emphasized her long history with the brand throughout her
promotion of the collection, underscoring that product
collaborations can often serve as culminations of a fruitful brandinfluencer relationship, and as a result, constitute emotional
moments for collaborators.
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The Collaboration: MAC x Teyana Taylor
The Takeaway: Put a New Spin on Old Favorites
Launched in July, MAC’s team-up with singer-songwriter Teyana
Taylor (@teyanataylor on Instagram) showed how effective product
collaborations draw upon a brand’s history, successfully revamping
existing offerings with an updated aesthetic. The limited-edition
collection offers neon-accented twists on several of Taylor’s
favorite MAC products from the ’90s, along with the new Mineralize
Skinfinish face powder. In hyping her collection, Taylor specifically
referenced MAC’s legacy of working with “strong women of color”
and her pride in continuing that legacy, proving that effective
product collaborations are both timeless and timely. Taylor’s
collection debuted with $1.6M EMV from 192 influencers in July,
while Taylor inspired $582.3k EMV as one of MAC’s top earners.

@rawbeautykristi via Instagram

Product Collaborations Welcome Many Paths to Success
As is clear from these examples, there’s no single formula for a
winning product collaboration. Instead, brands can draw upon
these (and other) best practices, devising a strategy that’s right for
them. Regardless of how brands go about creating product
collaborations, the enthusiasm of influencers and their followers
for these partnerships, and the online success of these products
themselves, prove that collaborations remain as relevant and
effective as ever.
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Top 10: Community Metrics
Community Size Frequency and Potency for US Cosmetics

*Circle size denotes brand community size

No. of
Ambassadors

Brands
ColourPop
Morphe
Anastasia Beverly Hills
Bene t
Fenty Beauty
Huda Beauty
NYX Professional Makeup
MAC
Laura Mercier
Too Faced
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Brand Highlights
A Closer Look at US Cosmetics

Too Faced

KVD Vegan Beauty

Following a July absence,
Too Faced re-entered the
Top 10 in August with $26.8M
EMV, a 2% month-overmonth bump that proved the
Top 10’s only positive
growth. The brand enjoyed
increased influencer buzz for
the Born This Way Super
Coverage Multi-Use Sculpting
Concealer, largely thanks to
the launch of the new
“Almond” shade. The
concealer generated $5.7M
EMV as Too Faced’s topearning product this month.
While this total marked a
slight decline from the
concealer’s $5.9M EMV haul
in July, the product’s
community nevertheless
expanded MoM from 449 to
535 influencers, indicating
that the new shade helped
attract influencer interest.
Posts mentioning “almond”
accounted for $1.2M EMV of
the brand’s total.

KVD Vegan Beauty collected
$16.2M EMV in August,
enjoying a solid 29% monthover-month growth. Much of
the online conversation
about the brand revolved
around its late-month debut
in Ulta. KVD Vegan Beauty
ambassadors like actress
Elizabeth Gillies (@lizgillz on
Instagram) and singer Jhené
Aiko (@jheneaiko) starred in
a campaign counting down
to KVD Vegan Beauty’s
availability at the beauty
retailer, while other
influencers tagged the brand
in content showing off their
Ulta hauls. This activity
sparked momentum for
longtime favorites like the
24-Hour Super Brow LongWear Pomade, which surged
from $1.1M EMV last month
to $2.4M EMV in August as
KVD Vegan Beauty’s No. 1
product. In all, mentions of
“Ulta” powered $2.1M EMV
for the brand.
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Indie Brand:
BPerfect Cosmetics
BPerfect Cosmetics’ $12.0M
EMV August total
represented a 15% monthover-month increase. The
brand augmented its hero
Stacey Marie Carnival Palette
collection, a collaboration
with makeup artist Stacey
McDonald
(@staceymariemua on
Instagram), by launching the
Carnival III Love Tahiti
Palette. Featuring 40 new
co-developed shades, the
Tahiti Palette helped spur
notable growth for the
collection as a whole: after
accruing $6.7M EMV via 477
content creators in July, the
Carnival Palettes garnered
$7.3M EMV from 533
influencers in August. Stacey
proved the palettes’ top
earner in both months,
stepping up her contribution
from $332.2k EMV in July to
$671.0k EMV in August.

Top 10 Skincare Brands
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Top 10: Community Metrics
Community Size Frequency and Potency for US Skincare

*Circle size denotes brand community size

No. of
Ambassadors

Brands
Tatcha
Fenty Skin
Fourth Ray Beauty
Glow Recipe
Fresh
Murad
Drunk Elephant
Summer Fridays
TULA
Ole Henriksen
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Brand Highlights
A Closer Look at US Skincare

Fenty Skin
After launching at the end of
July, Fenty Skin remained
No. 2 in August’s Top 10,
collecting $7.4M EMV from
1.4k influencers. Notably,
these figures represented
respective 5% and 25%
month-over-month declines.
Similar to last month, the
brand’s top 10 August
ambassadors comprised a
mix of publications,
celebrities, and influencers,
with many content creators
continuing to author “first
impressions” and “reviews”
of Fenty Skin’s product
range. The Hydra Vizor
Invisible Moisturizer proved
the brand’s top offering with
$1.1M EMV from 174
influencers, while the Fat
Water toner and Total
Cleans’r netted a respective
$1.0M EMV and $660.9k EMV.

Indie Brand:
Glow Recipe

Indie Brand:
WISHFUL

Glow Recipe jumped from
No. 6 in July’s Top 10 to No.
4 in August, with its $5.2M
EMV representing an 8%
month-over-month EMV
increase. The brand sparked
content creation via multiple
product launches: in late
July, Glow Recipe released
its Papaya Sorbet Enzyme
Cleansing Balm, which
powered $589.2k EMV from
95 influencers as the brand’s
top August offering. Then, at
the end of August, Glow
Recipe introduced its Plum
Plump Hyaluronic Serum,
which garnered $243.6k EMV
from 36 content creators.
Beauty guru Victoria Lyn
(@victorialyn on Instagram)
ranked as the brand’s No. 1
August earner after
mentioning the Papaya
cleansing balm, along with
other Glow Recipe offerings,
in a skincare-related post,
noting that the product
“feels so hydrating on my
skin and removes all my
makeup very well.”

Though it landed outside of
the Top 10, WISHFUL enjoyed
a 26% month-over-month
EMV growth in August,
closing the month with $3.1M
EMV. The brand expanded its
narrow product range this
month by launching the
Honey Balm Jelly
Moisturizer, which quickly
became WISHFUL’s most
popular offering, collecting
$1.1M EMV from 85
influencers. Beauty blogger
Emily (@makeupemalii on
Instagram) featured the
moisturizer (alongside other
offerings from sister brand
Huda Beauty) in 10 makeup
looks, driving $249.6k EMV
as the product’s top
advocate.
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Top 10 Haircare Brands
Rank Brand
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August 2020 EMV

Olaplex

%

Redken

- %

YoY
%
-

%

Schwarzkopf
Professional

%

%

Pulp Riot

%

- %

Brazilian Bond Builder

-

Ouai
Arctic Fox Hair Color

-

Wella
Function of Beauty
Amika

-

This brand was not in the previous month's Top

Top 5 Tools, Wigs, & Extensions
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Framar
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ghd
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Dyson (Haircare)
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Top 10: Community Metrics
Community Size Frequency and Potency for US Haircare

*Circle size denotes brand community size

No. of
Ambassadors

Brands
Olaplex
Redken
Schwarzkopf Professional
Pulp Riot
Brazilian Bond Builder
Ouai
Arctic Fox Hair Color
Wella
Function of Beauty
Amika
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Brand Highlights
A Closer Look at US Haircare

Joico

Bumble & bumble.

Indie Brand:
Cantu Beauty

Joico netted $2.0M EMV in
August, a 50% month-overmonth EMV surge.
Influencers seeking summerready hair flocked to the
brand’s Defy Damage
products which combat heat
and UV exposure. Thanks to
mentions from salonists like
Jessica Scott
(@jessicascotthair on
Instagram) and content
aggregators like Behind The
Chair
(@behindthechair_com), the
collection garnered $390.2k
EMV this month, up from
$176.2k EMV last month.
Much of Defy Damage’s
momentum stemmed from
increased contributions from
consistent brand fans: Joico
ambassador Larisa Love
(@larisadoll), for example,
surged from $4.6k EMV to
$36.0k EMV MoM.

Powered by a 42% monthover-month growth, Bumble
& bumble pulled in $1.0M
EMV in August. The
Hairdresser’s Invisible Oil
more than doubled its total
MoM, jumping from $41.2k
EMV in July to $99.8k EMV in
August. New fans of the
product were largely
responsible for this EMV
increase: 14 of the 17 content
creators who mentioned the
hair oil in August hadn’t
posted about the product in
July. These newcomers were
headlined by curly-haired
sisters Melissa
(@manesbymell on
Instagram) and Amanda
Guido (@amanda__guido)
who featured the oil in
summer hair tutorials, driving
a respective $30.1k EMV and
$25.5k EMV as the product’s
top two earners.

Though Cantu Beauty
garnered just $714.2k EMV in
August, this total
represented an impressive
80% month-over-month
growth. Specializing in curlfocused products, the brand
has garnered a passionate
community of BIPOC content
creators, many of whom
featured Cantu Beauty in
organic hair and outfit looks
in August. Additionally, Cantu
Beauty creatively engaged
several members of its brand
family with opportunities for
content creation throughout
the month, sponsoring a
virtual listening party for
musician Zonnique Pullins
(@zonniquejailee on
Instagram) and tapping
model Ephrata Abate
(@ephrizzy) to hype new
additions to its Avocado
Collection ($175.4k EMV).
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Top 10 Beauty Brands
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August 2020 EMV

Anastasia Beverly Hills

-

Morphe

%

YoY
-
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%
%
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-
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Huda Beauty

-

%

Fenty Beauty

-

%

- %

NARS

-

%

%

- %

%

BPerfect Cosmetics
MAC

-

ColourPop
P Louise Makeup
Academy

This brand was not in the previous month's Top
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Top 10: Community Metrics
Community Size Frequency and Potency for UK Beauty

*Circle size denotes brand community size

No. of
Ambassadors

Brands
Anastasia Beverly Hills
Morphe
Bene t
Huda Beauty
Fenty Beauty
NARS
BPerfect Cosmetics
MAC
ColourPop
P Louise Makeup Academy
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Brand Highlights
A Closer Look at Beauty in the UK

Indie Brand:
Morphe

Indie Brand:
Pixi Beauty

Despite an 8% month-overmonth EMV decline, Morphe
jumped from No. 4 in July’s
Top 10 to No. 2 in August,
closing the month with
$13.9M EMV. The brand
sparked excitement with the
launch of its Morphe 2 range,
headlined by U.S. TikTok
stars Charli and Dixie
D'Amelio. The collection
garnered $1.1M EMV from 67
content creators across 177
posts in August, with
influencers like Ling Tang
(@lingkt on Instagram)
featuring the Hint Hint Skin
Tint in five makeup looks
($203.4k EMV). Thanks in
part to hype surrounding
Morphe 2, the brand saw a
slight 4% MoM uptick in post
volume.

Though it landed outside the
Top 10, Pixi Beauty’s $4.1M
EMV total in August reflected
a 9% month-over-month
growth during a time frame
when all Top 10 brands saw
MoM declines. The brand’s
surge stemmed in large part
from heightened activity
among its top influencers.
Beauty blogger Karishma
Vijay (@karishmua on
Instagram), for example,
proved Pixi Beauty’s No. 1
August earner by mentioning
a variety of brand offerings
in 12 posts, with her $93.0k
EMV representing a 199%
month-over-month increase
in EMV contribution.
Additionally, Pixi Beauty saw
notable 47% and 96% MoM
expansions in its ambassador
community and post volume,
respectively.
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KVD Vegan Beauty
KVD Vegan Beauty achieved
an impressive 32% monthover-month EMV growth in
August, pulling in a total of
$3.5M EMV. The brand
spurred content creation via
the launch of its Shake
Vegan Eyeshadow Primer,
which netted $378.6k EMV
from 10 influencers as one of
the brand’s top three
products. Beauty blogger
Lena Bagrowska (@lenkalul
on Instagram) featured the
primer in two of her four
posts ($266.3k EMV)
mentioning KVD Vegan
Beauty this month, ranking
as the brand’s No. 1 August
earner after not posting
about it in July. KVD Vegan
Beauty’s 24-Hour Super
Brow Long-Wear Pomade
also enjoyed a groundswell
of influencer enthusiasm,
garnering $652.8k EMV—a
notable jump from its $93.4k
EMV total last month.

Top 10 Beauty Brands
Rank Brand
st
nd
rd
th
th
th
th
th
th
th

August 2020 EMV

Bene t

YoY

%

Anastasia Beverly Hills

%

- %

-

%

Fenty Beauty

%

-

%

Morphe

%

-

%

HelloBody

-

%

NYX Professional Makeup

-

%

%
-

%

Too Faced

%

- %

Charlotte Tilbury

%

%

Sephora Collection

%

%

MAC

This brand was not in the previous month's Top
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Top 10: Community Metrics
Community Size Frequency and Potency for France Beauty

*Circle size denotes brand community size

No. of
Ambassadors

Brands
Bene t
Anastasia Beverly Hills
Fenty Beauty
Morphe
HelloBody
NYX Professional Makeup
Too Faced
Charlotte Tilbury
Sephora Collection
MAC
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Brand Highlights
A Closer Look at Beauty in France

Benefit

Charlo!e Tilbury

Yves Rocher

Benefit collected $2.4M EMV
in August, maintaining its No.
1 ranking in France’s Top 10
thanks to a 76% monthover-month EMV increase. A
significant portion of this
growth was powered by
lifestyle vlogger Lena
Mahfouf (Léna Situations on
YouTube), who drove $1.3M
EMV across 14 mentions of
the brand, mainly in the
description box of her
“follow me around” style
vlogs. The influencer also
inspired significant EMV for
other Top 10 brands,
including Laura Mercier and
Maybelline, via similar
mentions in the same videos.

A full year after launching in
Sephora in France, Charlotte
Tilbury continued to prove
its staying power: the brand
accrued $1.6M EMV in August
as France’s No. 8 beauty
brand, a 27% month-overmonth and 80% year-overyear EMV growth. Charlotte
Tilbury’s hero Pillow Talk
collection remained the
brand’s most popular
offering among French
influencers, netting $407.5k
EMV from 27 content
creators this month.

Outside of the Top 10,
cosmetics and skincare
brand Yves Rocher’s $811.8k
EMV August total
represented a notable 32%
month-over-month increase.
The brand sparked content
creation by partnering with
fashion and lifestyle
influencers, including Diane
Perreau (@dianeperreau) and
Meryl Denis (@meryldenis),
for vacation-themed
Instagram giveaways of its
Monoi line of summer-ready
products. Mentions of
“concours” generated
$295.3k EMV, or 36% of Yves
Rocher’s August total.
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Top 10 Luxury Fashion Brands
Rank Brand
st
nd
rd
th
th
th
th
th
th
th

August 2020 EMV

Dior (Fashion)

-

Chanel (Fashion)

YoY

%

%

- %

-

%

Gucci (Fashion)

%

-

%

Louis Vuitton

%

- %

Prada

%

%

Versace

%

-

%

Saint Laurent (YSL)
(Fashion)

%

-

%

Bottega Veneta

%

Fendi

%

-

%

%

-

%

Off-White

This brand was not in the previous month's Top
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Top 10: Community Metrics
Community Size Frequency and Potency for US Luxury Fashion

*Circle size denotes brand community size

No. of
Ambassadors

Brands
Dior (Fashion)
Chanel (Fashion)
Gucci (Fashion)
Louis Vuitton
Prada
Versace
Saint Laurent (YSL) (Fashion)
Bottega Veneta
Fendi
Off-White
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Brand Highlights
A Closer Look at Luxury Fashion

Prada

Fendi

Mugler

Prada collected $14.3M EMV
in August, a 7% month-overmonth increase that helped
secure its No. 5 position in
the Top 10. The brand
continued to benefit from
the popularity of its Nylon
Bucket Hat on Instagram.
Prada’s top posts featured
BFFs Kylie Jenner
(@kyliejenner on Instagram)
and Anastasia Karanikolaou
(@stassiebaby) respectively
donning orange and green
versions of the trendy hat.
The photos of the duo,
shared across their accounts,
powered $720.5k EMV.
Others, including model
Bernice Burgos
(@realberniceburgos) and
musician Chinese Kitty
(@_chinesekitty), also wore
the hat in their Instagram
content in August.

In August, Fendi ranked No. 9
with $8.7M EMV, an 18%
month-over-month growth
that proved the largest
increase among the top 10
luxury fashion brands. Fendi
invited members of its
influencer family, including
Lydia Millen (@lydiamillen on
Instagram), Leonie Hanne
(@leoniehanne), and Victoria
Magrath (@inthefrow), to its
#FendiPeekabooBar ($209.2k
EMV) pop-up in London,
offering the bloggers special
customizations for their
Peekaboo bags. The Fendi
squad posted prolifically
about the experience,
helping #FendiPeekaboo
accrue $216.2k EMV from 31
posts as one of the brand’s
top-earning August hashtags.

Outside the Top 10, Mugler
saw a 251% month-overmonth EMV surge, closing
August with $4.0M EMV
thanks to mentions from
music industry heavyweights.
Singers Ariana Grande
(@arianagrande on
Instagram) and Madison Beer
(@madisonbeer) sported
Mugler ensembles for their
appearances in the socially
distant VMAs, which aired on
August 30, with Grande and
Beer driving a respective
$526.1k EMV and $414.1k EMV
as two of the label’s top
earners this month.
Additionally, the brand
benefited heavily from its
contributions to the near
internet-breaking music
video for Cardi B and Megan
Thee Stallion’s “WAP,” with
mentions of “WAP”
generating $394.9k EMV.
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Top 10 Apparel Brands
Rank Brand
st
nd
rd
th
th
th
th
th
th
th

August 2020 EMV

Fashion Nova

-

Nike

%

YoY
-

- %

%
%

PrettyLittleThing

%

-

%

Zara

%

-

%

Adidas

%

-

%

SheIn

-

Gymshark
Savage x Fenty
Boohoo
H&M

This brand was not in the previous month's Top
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Top 10: Community Metrics
Community Size Frequency and Potency for US Apparel

*Circle size denotes brand community size

No. of
Ambassadors

Brands
Fashion Nova
Nike
PrettyLittleThing
Zara
Adidas
SheIn
Gymshark
Savage x Fenty
Boohoo
H&M
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Posts per
Ambassador

EMV per
Ambassador

Brand Highlights
A Closer Look at Apparel

Activewear:
Fabletics
Fabletics collected $13.6M
EMV in August, a 41% monthover-month EMV surge
stemming largely from the
launch of its blockbuster
collaborative capsule
collection with Riverdale star
Madelaine Petsch
(@madelame on Instagram).
Petsch excitedly promoted
the line on social, telling her
followers, “I couldn't be
more excited for you to see
it, feel it and wear it!” The
actress powered $2.3M EMV
via 36 mentions of Fabletics
as the brand’s top-earning
influencer by far in August,
while #MadelainexFabletics
generated $1.7M EMV from
82 content creators as a top
hashtag.

Abercrombie & Fitch

Vici

Another apparel brand that
benefited from an influencer
collaboration in August,
Abercrombie & Fitch
garnered $9.1M EMV, an 8%
month-over-month increase.
The brand partnered with
fashion blogger Jen Reed
(@thesisterstudioig on
Instagram) on a collection of
pieces that the influencer
curated to “wear in the
carpool line, but also to
brunch. I wanted items that
are so comfy that I never
want to take them off.” She
also shared how
Abercrombie & Fitch
“allowed me to add size xxl
in ALL pieces” to ensure her
line was more inclusive. Jen
was the brand’s top
influencer, driving $315.5k
EMV across 21 mentions,
with other fashion creators
including Brittany Sjogren
(@loverlygrey) and Brittany
Garcia (@kingdomofsequins)
also promoting the line.

Vici, which promises to
“make on-trend styles
instantly accessible,” netted
$7.3M EMV in August thanks
to its loyal #ViciDolls ($1.7M
EMV) influencer squad. In
August, the brand
particularly benefited from
content creation among a
specific subsection of its
community of content
creators: #pregnant ranked
as one of Vici’s top three
August hashtags, with
influencers like Krista Horton
(@krista.horton on
Instagram), Tenley Leopold
(@tenleymolzahn), and
Lindsay Arnold Cusick
(@lindsarnold) showcasing
how they use the brand’s
pieces to style their bump.
Several of the content
creators also shared Vici
discount codes in these
#OOTD ($118.7k EMV) shots.
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What Is EMV?
Earned Media Value, or EMV, is Tribe Dynamics’ proprietary metric for
quantifying the estimated value of consumer engagement with digital
earned media. Our holistic approach assigns a unique value to a piece of
content based on the engagement received from followers and consumers.
This value is then attributed to the specific brands mentioned within the
post. EMV can be used to evaluate the earned performance of individual
marketing campaigns and benchmark brands within the competitive
landscape.
Based on content from 120,000 of the most influential content
creators across 14 country-specific markets, EMV reveals brands that are
not just capturing consumer interest, but poised for significant growth.

Posts by:

On platforms including:

Engagement via:

( Influencers

% Instagram

Comments

) Brands
* Retailers
+ Publications

$ YouTube

Tweets/Retweets

" Facebook

Favorites

# Pinterest

Likes

& Twitter

Pins/Repins

' Websites

Shares

! Blogs

Video Views

TikTok*

Glossary of Terms
Influencer Tiers

Community Metrics

Other

Powerhouse Influencer

Community Size

Posting Consistency

Ambassador with over 1M
followers on their primary
channel.

The total number of
ambassadors who created
content about a brand within a
given time period.

The percentage of influencers in
a brand’s ambassador
community who also mentioned
the brand during the previous
quarter (denoted by “onequarter posting consistency”),
previous two quarters (“twoquarter posting consistency”), or
previous three quarters (“threequarter posting consistency”).

Established Influencer
Ambassador with 300k to 1M
followers on their primary
channel.
Mid-Tier Influencer
Ambassador with 100k to 300k
followers on their primary
channel.
Micro-Influencer
Ambassador with fewer than
100k followers on their primary
channel.

Posting Frequency
The average number of posts
created per ambassador for a
brand within a given time
period.
Ambassador Potency
The average amount of EMV
driven per ambassador for a
brand within a given time
period.

Sponsored EMV
A post is labeled “sponsored” if
it contains hashtags or language
that denote a sponsorship, such
as “#ad” or “#spon.”

*TikTok data is currently not included in total brand EMV calculations, but is available to Tribe Dynamics customers.
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